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Abstract
Over the past year, students at Lower Canada College have collaborated as authors in the 
publication of an interactive e-text focused on IB film theory and language as well as a 
full fledged AP Psychology e-text. The e-text unit is structured according to UDL 
principles: topics are based upon a menu of student interests, mastery of a given subject 
through an interactive media representation that is adaptive, scaffolding through feedback, 
and the subsequent publication of the chapter which is intrinsically motivating. In the 
case of AP Psychology, students were provided with a variety of topics relating to the 
curriculum whereas for IB Film, the topic selection was open ended and subject to approval. 
Students then proceeded to research and write as authorities on their chosen subject 
matter. Using Google Slides, students then combined their text with images, sound, and 
‘expert interviews’ through embedded video. They also included links to scholarly articles, 
generating media rich, interactive chapters that appeal to various learning styles and 
differentiated learning. Automated quizzes were also included for instant feedback for 
their reading audience. All of these chapters are being ‘shared’ and are now being combined 
into a single book to be exported as a PDF for publication as a genuine e-text. This 
process is also currently being adapted so as to allow student authors and teachers from 
different schools to collaborate as publishers.
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Background From Experience
The initial idea for student e-text 
publishing originated with an online 
e-text produced by Lower Canada College 
on the History of Quebec and Canada 
from confederation onward. The text was 
originally designed for our foreign 
students. The idea was to format the 
e-text along UDL principles.

More recently, the objective of  
publishing student work morphed into the 
creation of a platform for IB Film, where 
students could showcase their film work to 
a global audience. Students created the 
branding, content, promotional videos and 
an e-text book on Film that will be 
published in December, 2018.

Click to open PDF (exported from Google Slides)
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UDL Considerations in the design of the history text
·  It needed to be interactive
·  It had to appeal to all learning 

styles (text, visuals, auditory, 
video, etc)

·  It had to accomodate 
differentiated learning (on-line 
course allows self-pacing & 
automated feedback)

·  It would combine the best media 
resources from the web to 
facilitate multiple avenues for 
comprehension 

·  Automated assessments would be 
included for instant feedback 
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Choosing the Optimal tool for publishing e-text
The publishing tool had to be simple, collaboration friendly & easy to 
learn: We were two authors collaborating from different locations with 
different schedules. 
 
Traditional publishing tools such as Word and InDesign were considered 
but were found to be too cumbersome and less fluid/expedient. (i.e., 
Saving, uploading, modifying, saving new name versions, uploading, etc.)
 

Google Slides was optimal for producing e-Text that was UDL friendly for 
learners ( I even use it as a hockey coach to teach systems )

o   It allows for collaboration in different locations (i.e., sharing)
o   It allows for collaboration across different time schedules (comments 

/feedback with “resolve” are very useful)
o   It easily integrates most media formats (video, text, tables) as it is a 

relative of Google Sheets and Docs (i.e., their education suite).
o   It embeds media (i.e., linked to site / requires wifi)
o   It integrates automated tests (Google Forms)
o   It tracks revisions
o   It keeps your work stored in the cloud (backed up on Google Drive)
o   It exports seamlessly as a PDF (or other formats), allowing students to 

download on their phones, iPads or laptops for immediate access.   

                *This presentation was produced using Google Slides*
Comments section useful for collaboration & 
peer review

Google in 101 seconds (corporate promo)
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Results of e-text on student learning
Results
The e-text was piloted with a few foreign students and one class. Word got out amongst students from other classes and we noticed a 
huge spike in logins. The text eventually became a resource for all history classes.

Figure demonstrating those who voluntarily completed quiz. Readership was higher.

Test your knowledge!

You can restrict access to results 
and participation
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Student voice through 
e-text publishing

Producing chapters for an 
IB Film and AP Psychology e-textbook 
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Objective
The primary objective with 
this student-centered unit 
is to have students produce 
an e-text chapter through a 
UDL process, and provide 
them with a publishing 
platform that is reviewed, 
legitimate, permanent, 
globally accessible and 
purposeful.
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Procedural stages & objectives
The publication of an e-text is easily adaptable to any subject 
area. The procedural steps are generally consistent across 
disciplines

Procedural Stages & Learning Objectives
1. Review publishing objective, UDL design, expectations, 

exemplars & rubrics (film rubric / AP Psych rubric )
2. Topic selection and outline. Follow-up discussion with teacher
3. Research & critical thinking
4. Writing & mastering the first two pages (teacher feedback sets 

them on course for expectations )
5. Curating & integrating relevant media
6. Ramping up the writing process (weekly targets)

a. complete 15-20 slides for AP Psych (equivalent of 
approximately 1000 to 2000 words i.e., flexible volume)

b. Peer edit
c. 1st complete draft submitted
d. Teacher review and live comments
e. 2nd final draft (check resolved comments versus history)

7. Cooperative learning jigsaw / automated quiz / class review
8. All chapters integrated & published
9. Marketing
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Review publishing objectives, udl design, & rubric
1. Assignment posted on Google Classroom 

with all pertinent documents and 
exemplars.

2. Discuss the notion of demonstrating one’s 
‘personal best’ and discuss the value of 
having a publication (online), which 
becomes an intrinsic motivator

3. Review the current status of the e-text 
and look at exemplars and their UDL 
structure
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Topic selection
Students are free to choose from a menu of topics that 
appeal to them so long as they are relevant to the 
curriculum.

A shared Google Doc is posted where students outline 
their selected topic, broken down into 5 to 7 
subtopics

Group collaboration is allowed but chapter length 
increases and each student is individually accountable 
for their sections

● For AP Psychology, the entire course outline is 
posted and students highlight the sections that 
interest them

Entire outline of AP Psych Topics

Student’s selection. Teacher shortened it.
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Research & Critical thinking
Main sources of topic or subtopic 
reference : The “More Info” button

● Reviewing their research: An option 
sometimes used is to have students copy 
paste articles or write summaries for text 
in print. They then highlight the ‘most’ 
important passages and explain why they 
are significant.

● Deeper research: Thinking critically, 
additional research links are required to 
important words or concepts within their 
text that are not necessarily related to 
their topic (ave. of 2 / 3 per page). This 
usually happens after a draft of a page is 
completed.

● Wiki reference sections are great!
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Mastering the first two pages
It is important for students to get feedback early on with detailed 
feedback. This sets them on course for the remainder of their chapter.
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Curating and integrating relevant media
● Students are to curate visuals that “optimally” 

reinforce key ideas.
○ Google advanced searching techniques are reviewed
○ “free to use” 

● Embed Youtube videos that are highly relevant:
○ Interviews with known experts (e.g., directors for 

film / psychologists for AP Psych)
○ Movie trailers or specific scenes
○ Expert demonstrations

● Use Youtube button on top of images if a relevant clip 
for that image is available. Students don’t always want 
to drop a video straight in as the graphic is more 
meaningful. So they include the Youtube button as a 
more subtle link
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Ramping up the writing Process
Ramping up the writing process (weekly 
targets)
a. complete the 20 pages (AP Psych)
b. Peer editing of one’s work and 

that of another: Editing of a 
peer’s work is included as part 
of the assessment. This speeds up 
teacher assessment later on. Huge 
time saver!

c. 1st complete draft submitted
d. Teacher review and live comments
e. 2nd final draft (check resolved 

comments versus history)
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Automated quizzes and a 
cooperative learning jigsaw

● Once complete, students can read through 
their peers’ chapters, learn, and complete 
the automated quizzes for feedback.

● Teachers can see the learning progress of the 
class on all of the chapters (n.b., quiz 
shared with the teacher)

● In future years, new editions of the text can 
be published, restarting the cycle with a new 
crop of students.
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Chapters Integrated 
● As the list of chapters grows, the 

teacher can create a Table of 
Contents. Subsequently, each 
chapter is “inserted” accordingly, 
generating a compilation that 
builds up into the actual e-text

● Links from the TOC are made to the 
corresponding chapter’s slide 
number.

This is a sample of the original TOC. External 
links were first used. In final draft, the chapters 
are inserted, then exported as a PDF.
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Student publishing & film
● The e-text project was recently 

expanded to include a film 
festival site that showcases 
student films, animations, & 
other genres. 

● The site includes online video 
editing classes & will soon 
include the latest edition of 
the e-text.
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Social Media Campaign by students
Students have produced a 
social media promotional 
campaign and will be 
launching the site in force 
this year.

(Our first year was inhouse)
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An Invitation to collaborate
Let’s collaborate! 

Teachers are invited to post topics for the 
production of an e-text in their discipline 
that will allow their students to collaborate 
with students from other schools in producing 
chapters. This will result in teachers with 
similar interests collaborating with each 
other. The projects will be posted on 
www.education.ca/publishing

Contact Christian Auclair for more info at 
auclair@gmail.com or Twitter @chrisauclair

On a sidenote….Facebook has some terrific IB 
discussion groups for each discipline
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